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Abstract

Fluctuation phenomena are investigated in various collision processes, i.e. ion
bombardment induced sputtering and defect creation. The mean and variance of the sputter
yield and the vacancies and interstitials are calculated as functions of the ion energy and the
ion-target mass ratio. It is found that the relative variance of the defects in half-spaces and
the relative variance of the sputter yield are not monotonous functions of the mass ratio.
Two-point correlation functions in the depth variable, as well as sputtered energy, are also
calculated. These functions help interpreting the behaviour of the relative variances of the
integrated quantities, as well as understanding the cascade dynamics. All calculations are
based on Lindhard power-law cross sections and use a binary collision Monte Carlo
algorithm.
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I. Introduction

Energetic particles impinging on a target dissipate their initial kinetic energy in a
series of encounters with target atoms, setting in motion some of these, which in their turn
slow down by a similar series of collisions. If the impinging particle is an ion, electronic
transitions lead to its neutralization and deexcitation. The energy and momentum transfer
processes proceed similarly to the case of a neutral atom bombardment. The resulting
cascade of displaced atoms and vacancies can cause alteration of material physical
properties (radiation damage) and sputtering (target erosion). These phenomena have been
studied extensively, both as a matter of fundamental interest and because of their practical
importance, e. g. for target structure and composition analysis, surface cleaning, plasma-
wall interaction problems (erosion of first wall materials and plasma contamination in
fusion devices), etc. ([1] - [7]).

The statistics of particle penetration and heavy ion induced displacement cascades
has been the matter of interest several times in the past ([8] - [15]). There are basically two
different reasons why there are non-trivial (i. e. correlated or non-Poisson) fluctuations in a
linear penetration process or a displacement cascade. In the first case the energetic atoms or
ions are non-correlated (there is no recoil production or other branching phenomenon), but
the subsequent binary collisions that a single ion undergoes are correlated due to a dense
target or correlations in the target atom structure [8]. In the second, there exist correlations
between the moving atoms. Such is the case with any branching process, i. e. when two or
more energetic particles can be generated in a collision of a fast atom with a target atom.
Examples are cosmic showers, atomic collision cascades with recoil generation, as well as
neutron cascades in a fission chain. Finally, in principle, the combination of the above two
main cases can also occur, i. e. collision cascades in dense correlated media where both the
moving atoms and the target atoms are correlated.

When sputtering and displacement cascades are treated in the linear regime,
changes in the target material are neglected in the collision operator. This means that
although correlated defects may be generated, their presence is neglected in the transport
equation when calculating the generation of further defects, i.e. the collisions take place in a
random target throughout. In this paper we shall be dealing with such linear sputter and
defect cascades and we shall assume a random material. This also means that any
correlations in the cascade are due exclusively to the branching process.

Various aspects of fluctuations within the linear regime in a random target have
been studied in the past. One of the very early works regards the probability distribution of
the defect yield (total number of vacancies and interstitials) in an infinite homogeneous
medium [9]. Due to spatial homogeneity, this problem is that of a simple energy
degradation which is described with a simple integral equation. An analytical solution exists
assuming hard-sphere scattering and constant cross sections. The relative variance
(variance-to-mean) is constant as a function of the projectile energy and deeply sub-
Poisson, equal to about 0.15. This is one of the very rare analytical solutions known in
collision cascades what regards fluctuations.

The spatial structure of a displacement cascade, both mean values and higher
moments, was investigated by Dederichs [10]. No explicit solutions were given for the
distributions, but spatial moments of the one-point densities were calculated. Dederichs'
expressions for the two-point correlations were evaluated later [12]. All these calculations



were made with hard sphere scattering, both with constant and power law cross sections,
and in an infinite medium.

A further work on fluctuations in collision cascades, including correlations, is that
of Westmoreland and Sigmund [13]. The motivation of their work lies in the recognition of
the existence of non-overlapping damage clusters in rare cascades at particle stopping
points, and thus in the possibility of large fluctuations between individual cascades. They
calculated the correlation between energy deposition and ion range and made a number of
conclusions on damage and sputter fluctuations. These conclusions, although quite
exhaustive, were based on indirect reasoning, because the relationship between the
correlation function calculated and the fluctuations of interest was indirect. Since ion range
straggling is larger for larger target/ion mass ratio, M2/M1, one of the general conclusions
was that defect and sputter fluctuations increase with increasing mass ratio.

Irradiation of solids and sputtering phenomena takes place at free surfaces. Thus its
treatment requires the solution of problems in half-spaces. The problem of fluctuations in
half-spaces, i.e. semi-infinite media, is substantially more complicated than that in infinite
media, and few analytical expressions have been derived, let alone evaluated. In half-
spaces, not even the behaviour of the mean and the variance of the defect yield is found in
the literature for realistic cross sections.

Direct calculations of sputter yield fluctuations started relatively recently. A
transport theory formula for the variance of the sputter yield, giving it explicitly in terms of
first moment transport solutions, was given by P£zsit [15], but its evaluation in a simple
model was first reported only recently [16]. Quantitative results were first produced by
Monte Carlo calculations ([17], [18]). The numerical results ([16], [18]) show that the
relative variance of the sputter yield increases monotonously with increasing ion energy in
the energy range where electronic stopping is negligible. Since the mean yield of sputtering
also increases in this energy range, this means large fluctuations in the sputter yield, as
predicted in [13].

The large variance of the sputter yield is in contrast with the deeply sub-Poisson
variance of the defect yield in infinite media, although the collision and damage models are
the same in both cases. To understand the difference, the two-point energy and depth
distributions, i. e. correlation functions, were calculated recently for the sputtering and
defects [19]. These calculations were performed by Monte Carlo modelling and by using
hard-sphere scattering and constant cross sections (HSCC model). The correlation functions
can be directly used to interpret the behaviour of the variance since their integral yields the
deviation from the Poisson variance. Besides the correlations, a number of other quantities
were investigated, such as vacancy and interstitial distributions in half-spaces as well as
their relative variance. It was found among others, that in half-spaces the relative variance
of the defect yield increases with increasing ion energy, similarly to the sputter yield.

Since the calculations in [19] were made in the HSCC model, the results are not
directly applicable to collision cascades. Therefore an extensive series of calculations were
made by using Lindhard cross sections. Defect depth distributions and sputter energy
distributions were calculated as well as the variance of the sputter and defect yields.
Correlation functions in depth (defects and origin of sputtered particles) and energy
correlations (sputtering) were also obtained considering different ion/target mass ratios. The
statistical quantities were calculated as functions of M2/M1, and EQ/Ed, where Eo is the



ion energy and Ed the displacement energy. A detailed description and discussion of the
results is given in this report.

Comparison between the Lindhard and the HSCC results shows that the correlation
structure as well as the dependence of the variance on the ion energy displays similar
tendencies in both models. This, in particular, means that large fluctuations, notably that for
sputtering, can not be attributed solely to cluster formation, because no such clustering is
expected in the HSCC model.

As stated before, the primary use of the depth and energy correlation functions
consists of understanding the cascade dynamics, and in particular, the behaviour of the
variance. However, one can envisage some further uses of such correlations. These can be
roughly divided into two categories. One is the possibility of using them for determining
material properties by direct measurement. Energy correlations in sputtering should be
possible to measure with e. g. laser techniques, Even defect depth correlations may be
possible to measure with positron annihilation techniques or neutron scattering. Use of
correlations, together with the mean yield and the variance, can give further information on
both the sputtering process and the material itself.

The second use can be found in the treatment of particle penetration, either ion
beam or neutron scattering, in a medium that was ion beam irradiated previously. In such a
material a correlated structure of target defects (vacancies and interstitials) or implanted ion
distributions exists, which affects the beam penetration. With a non-correlated beam,
particle penetration phenomena can still be correlated due to the correlations in the target
material, as described e. g. in [8]. The defect correlations, such as the ones calculated in this
paper, can be used as input (the functions Q- in [8]) to calculate second moments of the
penetration statistics. The only difference between [8] and the present work is that in the
former, target correlations Q-- were due to finite target atom size in a dense target. The
correlations calculated in this paper are of another type and occur in a rare target due to ion
beam bombardment.

One case where such target structure correlations may play a role is coherent and
incoherent scattering of neutrons. Usually, the coherent scattering is due to a perfect crystal
lattice structure and leads to an interference pattern, while the incoherent part is due to
random, uncorrelated deviations from the perfect lattice. In a random (polycrystalline)
material, no interference pattern is produced. The correlated structure of defects, however,
deviates both from the perfect lattice structure and from the random structure, and it will
add a new component to the scattering amplitude. In a perfect crystal this would mean a
change of the interference pattern. In a random material, it should lead to the occurrence of
an interference pattern. This means that the defect correlation structure may be observed,
and ultimately even quantified, by neutron diffraction experiments.

Finally, on a more general note, it can be mentioned that correlation studies of the
above type may be used for the study of certain collective phenomena in collision processes
such as molecule sputtering, recombination effects etc.



II. General background

Transport equations for the one- and two-point defect density functions as well as
for the energy and angular distribution of the sputtered particles are found in several works
([10], [13] - [16], [19] - [21]). Both forward and backward type equations are in use. At the
level of the one-point densities, there exists a certain symmetry between the two forms, but
at the level of the two-point densities this symmetry disappears and the two forms are quite
different. As an illustration, we quote here, with somewhat changed notations, the backward
equation for the vacancy-vacancy two-point density from [20] (called vacancy-vacancy
correlations there) as follows:

+ P'-P"- {/i'72"+/2'7r} +o(r-r2) • {A'*/!"} +6(r-r1) •

+ 6(r-r1)-6(r-r2) ]

, f(rvr2\r,v) *f
where: '

f{rvr2\r,v') «/12'
/o-i|f") - / r

Cda = Co (r, v - v\ v") dv'dv"

etc. Further, p1 • p (£') is the damage function (probability of the projectile to leave the
collision site). As usual, r and V are the projectile (ion) coordinates (variables) whereas rx

and r2 are the defect coordinates (parameters). In the forward form, the role of the variables
and parameters is exchanged, thus r^ and r2

 a r e operated upon, see e. g. [10] and [21].

As equation Eq. (1) clearly shows, as well as the calculations in e. g. [10], the
obtaining of explicit solutions for the two-point densities or the correlations,

c{.r^vxr2v2) ^j{rxvxr2v2) - / ( r ^ ) -f(r2v2),

either numerical or analytical, is a rather complicated task. This means that here, just as
with other calculations concerning fluctuations in collision cascades, the most effective way
is to use Monte Carlo calculations.

The following quantities have been calculated for different projectile/target mass
ratios and are discussed in this paper:
• Depth distributions, V(z, E) , / (z, £) and S (z, E) , of the vacancies, interstitials and

origin of the sputtered particles, respectively, induced by a fast atom with energy £ ;
• Mean yield and variance of the defects (vacancies, V(E) , and interstitials, I ( £ ) ) and

sputtered particles Y(£) ;
• Energy correlations for sputtered particles, c (Ev E2) for a given projectile energy;

• Depth correlations, c (zv z2) for vacancies and sputtered particles.



All calculations are made by Lindhard power law cross sections, both in half-
spaces and infinite media (except for sputtering which was only calculated in half-spaces).
Details of the collision model, as well as of the Monte Carlo algorithm, are described in the
next section. Here we only make one remark. Power law cross sections are divergent and
Lindhard type cross sections divergent even as a function of the energy, T, transferred to
the recoil:

do(E, T) = Cm • E~m • T~l~m • dT (2)

The singularity in £ , the projectile energy, can be easily eliminated by assuming a
displacement threshold, Ed, and only considering recoils above this energy. The divergence
in T is somewhat more complicated to eliminate directly from the equations, since the
possibility of a small energy transfer cannot be excluded. Actually, this singularity is a
virtual one, because divergence with small T means only that the probability density of the
'null events' diverges (the probability density of no or little change in ion trajectory is high,
just as with Rutherford scattering). Correspondingly, the solutions of the collision cascade
transport equation are regular above the displacement threshold [11]. Formally the
equations can always be written in the form equivalent to Eq. (1), so that only the
differential cross section (Eq. (2)) is needed. However, the total cross section,
corresponding to Eq. (2) is infinite. This poses a special problem for binary collision Monte
Carlo models based on the concept of the mean free path. The problem can however be
circumvented by suitable handling of the cross sections, (see the discussions in e. g. [4] and
[6]). Such treatment is included in our Monte Carlo model based on the mean free path
concept as described in the next section.

III. Monte Carlo model

A. General

Computer simulations of atomic collisions are traditionally divided into molecular
dynamics simulations and simulations based on binary collision approximations [5].
Analytical and Monte Carlo models of interest belong to the second group. Several Monte
Carlo ion transport codes have been reported in the literature, among the most referenced
ones being MARLOWE [22], TRIM [23] - [25] and BEST [26] - [28].

Crystal-target simulations are dominated by the MARLOWE and those for
amorphous solid by the TRIM program. The potentials used to simulate the atom
interactions are generally screened Coulomb potentials in the form:

ZA • Z-, • e

with a wide choice of screening functions, <J>, and screening parameters, a. These are for
example the Moliere, Kr-C potential, the so-called universal potential, which is an
analytical approximation to numerically calculated potentials, just to name a few important
ones. The collision kinematics is not derived from cross sections, rather from the potential
itself, assuming a constant free-flight path between successive scattering events. Inelastic
(electronic) energy losses, due to excitation, single and multiple ionization and charge
exchange of colliding atoms, are also taken into account.



The Monte Carlo code BEST, Boltzmann Equation Solving Tool, was developed
to obtain a numerical solution of the linear Boltzmann equation and to study transport
processes without the assumptions necessary in the analytical treatment. The elastic
scattering is described in terms of collision cross sections. Power law cross sections are
applied, obtained from a Coulomb potential with Lindhard's approximation of the screening
function:

/ r\ C

/ 2/3 2/3\~1/2

where the screening radius is approximately a - 0.8S5aQ\Zl + Z2 ) , with
fl0 = 0.529 A. The parameter m is used to fit the power potential to any given potential,
depending on the atoms and energies involved. It varies from m = 1 at high energies,
where the scattering is determined by the Coulomb repulsion between the nuclei, down to
m ~ 0 at low energies where the Coulomb screening is essential. The electronic energy
losses are disregarded.

In this work we use a Monte Carlo model similar to that in the BEST code. Results
obtained by BEST have been used as benchmark data for the present code. In general, the
energy range, where the model may be valid, is between 0.1 and 100 keV. The lower limit is
determined by the fact that in the model classical binary collisions are assumed, using
single-center potentials and disregarding the binding energy of the scattering atom. The
upper limit is determined by the fact that dominance of the elastic energy losses over the
inelastic ones is assumed. Because of the neglecting of the electronic (inelastic) energy
losses and the approximations in the scattering potential, the model can be used for
qualitative study of collision cascade processes.

B. Description of the model.

The model simulates cascade development in both an infinite and a semi-infinite
structureless medium. The target atom is assumed to be fixed during the projectile approach
and to start move on a straight line as a result of a collision. The binding energy is taken to
be zero. A threshold energy, Ed, is introduced to define the conditions for a permanent
atom displacement and vacancy creation. The surface is treated as a planar absorbing barrier
of height U$, where energy reduction and refraction of the emitted particles take place. In
the calculations reported below Ed = Us is used.

Particle characteristics are the mass, energy, position coordinates and direction of
motion in a coordinate system with its origin at the source particle injection point (Fig. 1).
The probability distribution for an energy transfer, T, in a collision event is determined by
the power law cross section:

do(E,T) = Cm-E~m-r1~m-dT (5)

where



Zxe and Z2e are the nuclear charges, M1 and M 2 are the projectile and target masses,
respectively, E is the projectile energy and Xm is a dimensionless function of m [2]. In the
calculations m = 0.25 is used throughout.

The maximum energy transfer is limited by the conservation laws of energy and momentum
and is larger when the masses of the colliding particles are comparable (Fig. 2):

max

4MXM2

(M^M2)
(7)

The distance between two successive interactions is sampled from an exponential
distribution governed by the mean free path, / = 1/(Natot) , where N is the target
density. The total cross section, otot, is divergent, i.e. the energy transfer for scattering
events at arbitrary large impact parameters is not zero. Therefore a minimum energy
transfer, Tmin = mini 10 E, UJ, is introduced and a cut-off cross section is assumed to
represent the total cross section:

do(E,T) =
C •£

,-2ra

m
m

(8)

The mean free path is given by:

2M,
= U f+ M

_E
En

2m
(9)

Here, as well as below in the text, lengths are expressed in units of:

-,2m

(10)

with Co = Cm | (Mx = M2) and EQ denoting the source particle energy. The explicit
values of the length units depend on the particular ion/target combination and the ion
bombarding energy. (For example, for a proton beam with energy 10 keV and a gold and a
graphite target, the length units are 7.2 nm and 4.4 nm, respectively.) The mean free path
increases monotonously with increasing of M2/Ml, (Fig. 3), i.e. the heavier the projectile
is, the shorter the distance to the next collision event is. Another feature is that the mean
free path decreases with decreasing particle energy, i. e. particles interact more often when
slowing down; however, the probability of defect creation decreases too.

The energy transfer, T, in a particular interaction event is obtained using a direct
sampling procedure, i. e. solving the equation:

I = If.
*• m m

do(E,T) /(o,n #(E)),'tot (11)



being a random number, uniformly distributed in the interval [0,1]. This gives:

( ( d ) ]A sampled T -distribution, based on 106 attempts is shown in Fig. 4, compared with the one
corresponding to the HSCC case. The power law distribution is peaked toward small T-
values since the power law cross section favours soft collision events with a small energy
transfer.

The energy of the scattered particle after a collision is E' = £ - T. In case of
E' > Ed and T > Ed, a vacancy is created and both the projectile and the recoil continue to
penetrate the medium. The polar scattering angle of the projectile in the laboratory system
(LAB) is related to the energy transfer by:

- 1
cos9 = J1-T/E + -{\-M2/M1) • -={*J1-T/E) , (13)

;8
max

x for

M
arcsinM,

-<n/2 for M1>M2. (14)

J I / 2 for M1 = M2

The soft collision dominance results in a tendency of small deflection angles (see Fig. 5a),
which is valid even for heavy target atoms (Fig. 5b). The new direction of the projectile is
calculated assuming uniform distribution of the azimuthal scattering angles. The kinematic
parameters of the recoil are determined by the energy and momentum conservation laws as
follows:

IA/f. r1 IM. r1 nr

(15)

where fi, Ux and U2 are the direction cosine vectors for the projectile, the scattered particle
and the recoil particle, respectively. In addition, the following relation between the polar
scattering angle of the recoil, q>, and the energy transfer is valid:

In general, 0 s q ) S 3 t / 2 . However, the angle distribution is a monotonously increasing
function of cp, with a pronounced peak at the maximum angle close to j t /2 because the
small energy transfer is more frequent (Fig. 6).

In the case of E' < Ed and T<Ed, the projectile is trapped. The case is denoted as
a creation of an interstitial. If the post-collision energy of only one of the particles exceeds
the threshold energy, then neither a vacancy nor an interstitial is created. The particle with
E>Ed is traced further and its type, new energy and direction of motion is the interaction
result.



A particle hitting the surface outbound with a sufficient normal energy,
uz • E 2 Us, is counted as a sputtered particle. The position where it was set in motion or
created the last vacancy is considered to represent its depth of origin. Particles not
overcoming the surface barrier are absorbed and are counted neither as a sputtered atom nor
as an interstitial.

The final results for each source particle are recorded, i. e. the total number of
vacancies, interstitials and sputtered particles, as well as their distributions. In addition, the
quantities Y k = Y • • Yk are calculated, where Yf denotes the number of particles (defects
or sputtered particles) in the i -th depth or energy bin, Axf. The mean and variance are
estimated on the basis of 104 source particles comprising one statistical batch. The jk -value
of the correlation function, C fc, for a particular batch is given by:

<Y.-Y t ) -<Y,)- (Y t >
r, = 1 J — f \y x k/ where Ax, * Axt (17)

Jk Ax. • Ax. ) k v '
j K

and the brackets are mean value notations. The final values of the output quantities and the
corresponding standard deviations are obtained using data from up to 20 statistical batches.
The accuracy of the results presented below depends on the projectile energy and on the
type of the estimated quantity. For example, the sputtering yield error is between 2 and
0.5% for the energy region considered.

The program is arranged to analyse also outcomes due to source particle
interactions only, e. g. the total number of interactions and the number of vacancies created,
the primary recoil characteristics such as energy, angular and depth distributions, the
probability of the source particle to become an interstitial at certain depth, etc.

The Monte Carlo code is written in FORTRAN and implemented on a SUN
workstation and on an IBM SP2 parallel machine using MPI library [29].

IV. Results and discussion

Atomic collision cascades initiated by particles of the same or different type as
those in the target have been simulated. An infinite or semi-infinite medium was assumed,
and a monodirectional beam with a normal or oblique incidence. Depth and energy
distributions obtained for different cases will be described in section IV.A, whereas the
variance behaviour and correlation function calculations will be discussed in sections IV.B
and IV.C, respectively.

A. Depth and energy distributions of defects and sputtered particles

Depth distributions obtained for vacancies and interstitials, created in an infinite
medium are presented in Fig. 7a. Source particles with energy EQ/Ed = 10 of the same
type as the target atoms are assumed. The depth variable is taken to be zero at the injection
point. The source direction is normal to the depth scoring surfaces, pointing toward the
positive values (referred to below as normal incidence). It is seen that most of the defects
are in the positive half-space. The probability of a particle to move backward and cross the
half-space boundary is low because of the dominance of the small angle scattering (see
Fig. 5), so that the two half-spaces are nearly isolated from each other. In addition, the



majority of the collisions takes place at low energies where the mean free path is short.
Therefore the corresponding defect distributions in a semi-infinite medium, Fig. 7b, follow
closely the positive depth part of the infinite medium distributions.

In both figures, Fig. 7a and 7b, the vacancies and interstitials are distributed close
to each other. This is due to the fact that collisions with a small energy transfer dominate,
(see Fig. 4), and the path length of the created low energy recoils is short. The main
differences are around the 'zero' depth surface, as shown in the insets of the figures. In the
case of infinite medium, the number of interstitials is large at small negative depths. This
illustrates again that particles, entering the negative half-space, have a low energy and
rather become interstitials instead of initiating cascades.

The fact that power law cross sections lead to asymptotically (i. e. with increasing
ion energy) identical vacancy and interstitials distributions, even with hard sphere
scattering, was shown in [10] by a moment expansion method. It was also shown there that,
on the contrary, constant cross sections lead to different vacancy and interstitial
distributions. The latter was shown by explicit calculations in [19] and [20]. The identical
vacancy and interstitial distributions calculated in the present work show that the two
distributions are equal even with Lindhard cross sections, i. e. with strongly forward peaked
scattering. The last fact implies that out of two different physical features of the Lindhard
cross sections, i. e. energy dependent cross sections and highly forward-peaked scattering, it
is the power law dependence of the cross sections that has the dominating effect on the
distributions. It was seen earlier with constant cross sections, that the forward biased
scattering leads to larger differences between the vacancy and interstitial distributions than
scattering that is isotropic in the laboratory system (see e. g. [19] and [20]). Apparently,
with power law cross sections, the angular dependence of the scattering operator does not
play a role regarding the similarity of the defect distributions.

Defects created by impinging particles of different type than the target atoms have
diverse distributions. Examples for a semi-infinite medium and particular M2/M1 ratios
are plotted in Fig. 8. The differences are due to different properties of the primary cascade,
i.e. the part of the cascade where interactions between the source particle and target atoms
take place. The rest of the cascade, including recoil-target interactions, develops under the
same rules in all cases. The contribution of the primary cascade to the total outcomes
depends also on the source particle energy. According to the calculations, the number of the
primary defects for EQ/Ed = 10 constitutes less than 4% of their total number, whereas it
reaches about 40% for EQ/Ed = 100.

The depth, angular and energy distributions of the primary recoils are presented in
Fig. 9a, 9b and 9c for EQ/Ed = 10 and the selected M2/M1 ratios. The density of the
primary recoils created by the heavy projectiles, M2/Ml = 0.2, reaches maximum at a
relatively large depth and then decreases rapidly (Fig. 9a). The projectile deflection from
the initial direction (normal to the surface) is small and the tendency of the recoils to be
scattered around 90 degree is strong. Therefore most of the recoils start moving parallel to
the surface boundary, (Fig. 9b, see also Fig. 6). The multiple scattering of the light source
particles results in broader depth distributions and larger part of primary recoils directed
toward the surface.

In Fig. 9c the energy distributions of the primary recoils are shown in the low as
well as in the high energy region (the figure inset). Most of the particles are concentrated in

10



the low energy region. The upper energy values correspond to the maximum energy transfer
in a single collision (see Fig. 2). The depth, where the source particles become interstitials,
depends on the M2/M1 ratio as seen from the probability distributions in Fig. 9d. The
implantation profile of heavy particles is narrower than that of the light projectiles, i. e. it is
centred around a certain depth region. The light particles enrich the surface area with a
larger probability, but may penetrate deeply into the medium as well.

The influence of the medium boundary on the depth distribution of the defects has
been studied by assuming oblique incidence of the source beam. Results for EQ/Ed = 10
and M2/M1 = 10 are plotted in Fig. 10. The boundary effects are stronger for large
incident angles. They include shift of the maximum, as well as change of the shape of the
distribution.

The behaviour of the distributions of the sputtered particles displays well known
features and is not so sensitive to the projectile mass or angle of incidence. Energy
distributions for EQ/Ed = 10 and different M2/M1 ratios are presented in Fig. l la . The
values are normalized to the total sputtering yield for each case. The peak in the low energy
region is due to the planar surface barrier. Similar distributions have been obtained for
oblique incidence of the source beam. The distribution of the depth of origin of the
sputtered particles is a monotonically decreasing function of the depth for different mass
ratios and angles of incidence. The case for M2/Ml = 1 is shown in Fig. l ib .

B. Mean and variance of the sputtering and defect yields

The mean and the relative variance of the defects in an infinite medium, (Nd) and
od/(Nd), respectively, have been calculated as functions of the source energy for
M2/M1 = 1 (Fig. 12). As in the HSCC case [9], [19], with increasing the energy of the
projectile, the relative variance approaches a constant value which is less than unity. The
corresponding functions for a semi-infinite medium, as well as those of sputtered particles,
are shown in Figs 13a-c. What regards the energy dependence of the mean and variance of
the sputtering yield in half-spaces and with Lindhard cross sections (Fig. 13a), such data are
available from calculations with the BEST code [18]. We have used those data for
benchmarking our calculations. It is seen, that the relative variance for both the sputtered
particles and the defects diverges with increasing the energy. A similar tendency was
obtained and discussed in the HSCC case. The suggestion, that the 'separation' of the two
half spaces enhances the fluctuations, because the surface crossing of an energetic particle
means losing of its whole progeny, can be accepted also in the case of power law scattering.

It is also worth noting that the relative variance of the defect yield is a
monotonously increasing function of the energy, just as in the HSCC case. In other words,
even with Lindhard cross sections, there is a significant difference between infinite media
(less than unity, constant relative variance) and half-spaces (increasing, over-Poisson
relative variance). Further, it was shown in [16] and [18], that with increasing projectile
energy, the relative standard deviation of the sputtering yield becomes constant. As Figs.
13b and 13c show, the same is true for the relative standard deviation of the vacancies and
interstitials in a semi-infinite medium.

Next, the mass dependence of the mean and the variance will be considered. It was
found that the number of vacancies and the relative variance for an infinite medium are
independent of the M^M.^ ratio. Results in the case of a semi-infinite medium for two
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3 4
fixed source energies, EQ/Ed = 10 and EQ/Ed = 10 , are presented in Fig. 14 and 15.
The behaviour of the mean value of the sputtered particles can be compared with that
predicted by Sigmund's theory [2]. According to the analytical formula, the sputtering
yield, Y, is proportional to the energy deposited at the surface, F D , as follows:

Y = A • F D = A-N-a-Sn. (18)

Here A is a numerical coefficient, N is the target atomic number density, a is a
dimensionless function of the atom energy and angle of incidence and of the mass ratio
M2/M1, and Sn is the nuclear stopping cross section which, in the case of power law
approximation, is given by:

S^^l-^-Y1-"^1-2™. (19)

The same notations as in Eq. (5) are used. Hence, the mass dependence of the yield can be
estimated as follows:

'-^-A m¥{MvM2). (20)
(M1+M2)

2)

The normalized function, F (Mp M2) / F M /M = i> w n e n taking the function a
from Sigmund's work, is plotted in Fig. 16 (curve I).1 The corresponding Monte Carlo
results are shown for comparison. It is seen that they follow qualitatively, but not
quantitatively, the analytical prediction. The differences might be related to the assumptions
involved in the evaluation of a . For example, functions for particular m values are derived
and then approximated to obtain the m-independent a function cited above, (see also [1]
p. 404). The effect of the factor a on the final analytical values is demonstrated by taking
the empirical expression of a , proposed in [30]. The function F (Mv M2) obtained in this
case is shown in Fig. 16 (curve 2).

As seen from Figs. 14 and 15, the behaviour of the relative variance of the sputtered
particles is similar to that of the mean value. The fluctuations are larger for M2/M1

between 2 and 6 and then decrease for heavier target atoms. This is a more complicated
(non-monotonous) mass-dependence than the general trend suggested in [13] where a
monotonous dependence of the magnitude of fluctuations on the M2/M1 ratio was
predicted. The corresponding functions for the vacancies show another tendency. The mean
value of the defects is monotonically decreasing, whereas the fluctuations (the relative
variance and the variance) are monotonically increasing in the mass region considered. For
large M2/M1 ratios the statistics of the reflected (source) particles should be taken into
account as well. These become significant and affect stronger the statistics of the sputtered
particles and defect creation.

The influence of the sputtering and reflection on the statistical characteristics of
the defects can be demonstrated by considering an oblique incidence of the source beam. In
this case, the boundary effects can be used to induce sputtering changes without affecting
particle interaction properties, e.g. mean free path, energy transfer, etc. Results obtained for
E0/Ed = 10 and M2/M1 = 10 are presented in Fig. 17. With increasing angle of
incidence, a larger number of cascade particles escape from the medium and thus can not
contribute to the defect creation. As a result, the mean value of the sputtered particles
becomes larger and that of the vacancies smaller. The relative variance of the sputtered
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particles decreases slightly. However, the variance behaviour indicates that the fluctuations
are larger. This leads to enhancing of the defect fluctuations and results in increasing of the
relative variance and the variance of the vacancies, as seen from the figure.

C. Correlations of sputtered particles and defects

Depth correlations in an infinite medium

The depth correlation functions of the vacancies created in an infinite medium in
the case of equal source-target masses and a normally incident source beam with energy
EQ/Ed = 10 are shown in Fig. 18. Strong correlations, positive as well as negative, are
obtained in the half-space towards which the initial particles are injected and where the
cascades are mainly developing. The positive correlations are concentrated around depth
layers close to each other( z1 - z2 ). The maximum is near the source point. In this region,
the probability of finding two vacancies belonging to the same branch of the cascade is the
largest. It is seen that with increasing the depth of one of the vacancies (\z1 - zA -*• large),
the probability diminishes and the correlation function becomes negative. Thus regions of
strong positive correlations are combined with regions of strong negative ones.

Similar correlation features as mentioned above have been obtained in the HSCC
case as well [19]. By definition, the correlation functions are symmetrical, i. e.
C (Z:Zk) = C (zkzX It is interesting to notice that the contour line separating the positive
and negative correlations, i. e. when C (zv z2) = 0 , tends to a constant in zx for
negative z2 values and vice versa. This constant value is very close to the depth value
zmax > w n e r e the defect depth distribution has a maximum. This is true for both Lindhard
cross sections (see Figs 18 and-7a) and the HSCC model (Fig. 19). Also from the contour
plots, a more isotropic structure of the HSCC correlations can be observed (Figs 18 and
19b). The HSCC correlations appear to be nearly symmetric around the separatrix
2 i " " zmax anc* Z2 "* zmax ' Wh e m e r it is the anisotropy of the scattering or the energy

dependent mean free path which is the physical reason for this dependence is difficult
to say.

Correlations in a semi-infinite medium

Regarding the sputtered particles, energy correlations, irrespective of the depth of
origin, and correlations in the depth of origin, irrespective of the energy have been
calculated. Results for equal source-target masses and a normally incident source beam with
energy EQ/Ed = 10 are shown in Fig. 20a and 20b. The behaviour of the correlation
functions is similar to that in the HSCC case. They are mostly positive with larger values at
E1~E2~Ed and zl~z2~0 . The maxima correspond to the ones in the energy and depth
distributions in Fig. l l a and l ib , respectively. The analysis of the shape of the functions,
given in [19], is valid here too.

The 2D-depth correlation function of the vacancies calculated for the case of equal
source-target masses and a normally incident source beam with energy EQ/Ed = 10 is
plotted in Fig. 21. The structure of the function is very similar to the corresponding one for
an infinite medium (Fig. 18) within the quadrant zx ^ 0, z2 s 0 . This is in accordance with
the previous conclusion that the two half-spaces of the infinite medium are nearly
independent regarding the cascade development. A more detailed comparison between the
two cases (Fig. 18 and 21b), however, shows that the positive correlations are stronger and
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the negative ones weaker in the case of the semi-infinite medium. In addition, the quadrants
zx or z2 < 0 , which are excluded in the semi-infinite case, contain larger areas with
negative than with positive correlations. The prevalence of the positive correlations for the
semi-infinite medium results in over- Poisson variance.

The dependence of the correlations on the masses of the source and target particles
is considered in the case of a semi-infinite medium for mass ratios M2/M1 = 0.2 and 10,
(Fig. 22 and 23, respectively), including the data for M2/M1 = 1, already presented in
Fig. 21. As seen from the 2D plots, the maximum of the positive correlations is lower for
M2/M1 = 0.2 than for particles with equal masses. However, the decrease is
compensated by more shallow negative areas, so that the relative variances in both cases
remain close to each other (Fig. 15).

The positive correlations for M2/M1 = 10 cover a larger (zv z2) domain and
the negative correlations are weaker, causing a large relative variance. The shape of the
boundary between positive and negative correlations is more linear, compared to the
previous cases and one cone-like part dominates the region of positive correlations. This
also means that, unlike the case of equal masses when the correlation function was sharply
concentrated at zx = z2 , here the concurrent generation of defects at some distance apart is
still likely. In other words, the decay of the correlations with increasing \z1 - zJ is much
slower than in the case of equal masses. The tendency is stronger for an oblique incidence
of the source beam as illustrated in Fig. 24 and 25 for a 75 degree angle of incidence, for
M2/Ml = 10 and M2/Mx = 1, respectively. In addition, the dominance of the positive
correlations over the negative ones can be seen, which leads to large relative variances in
agreement with the results in Fig. 17. The areas of non-zero correlations are close to the
surface, which can be related to effects of the oblique incidence on the vacancies depth
distributions (Fig. 10).

V. Conclusions

This work deals with linear sputter and defect cascades initiated in a random
infinite or semi-infinite medium. Atom interactions are simulated by using Lindhard power-
law cross sections. Monte Carlo calculations have been performed to obtain defect depth
distributions, sputter and defect yields and their relative variance, as well as correlation
functions in depth (defects and origin of sputtered particles) and energy correlations
(sputtering). The statistical quantities were calculated as a function of the projectile energy
and the projectile/target mass ratio for a normal and oblique incidence of the initial beam.

It was shown that the vacancies and interstitials are distributed close to each other
for both infinite and semi-infinite medium. The fact implies that out of two different
physical features of the Lindhard cross sections, i. e. energy dependent cross sections and
highly forward-peaked scattering, it is the power law dependence of the cross sections that
has the dominating effect on the distributions.

It was found that in half-spaces the relative variance of the defect yield increases
with increasing the ion energy, similarly to the sputter yield. The same tendency was seen in
a previous work within the HSCC model. The defect fluctuations become larger for an
oblique incident projectile beam and the relative variance increases with increasing angle of
incidence.
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A non-monotonous mass-dependence of the magnitude of fluctuations of the
sputter yield was obtained, whereas the vacancy fluctuations (the relative variance and the
variance) were shown to be monotonously increasing with increasing target/projectile mass
ratio up to 20.

In general, the structure of the correlation functions calculated is comparable to
that in the HSCC model. The sputter correlations are mostly positive. The shape of the
function of the defect depth correlations is more complicated. Regions of positive
correlations are combined with regions of negative ones. The positive correlations are
dominating for cases with over-Poisson variance, which is in agreement with the analytical
predictions. Details of the behaviour of the correlation functions are discussed in various
cases and related to features of cascade development and/or defect depth distributions.
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Collision event in LAB

Fig. l a Scattering event in Laboratory Coordinate System (LAB)

Injection point

Fig. lb Example of a cascade development. The vacancy creation points are
marked as circles.
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Fig. 7a Depth distribution of defects in an infinite medium for EQ/Ed = 10 and
M2/M1 = 1. The depth units are shown in Eq. (10).
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Fig. 7b Depth distribution of defects in a semi-infinite medium for E^
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Fig. 8 Mass dependence of the depth distributions of vacancies for EQ/Ed = 10
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Depth distributions of vacancies for M2/M1 = 10
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Fig. 10 Depth distribution of the defects for E0/Ed = 10 and M2/Mx = 10 for
oblique incidence of the source beam. The depth units are shown in
Eq. (10)
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(a) Semi-infinite medium, sputtered particles
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Fig. 20a Energy correlations for sputtered particles for EQ/Ed = 10 and

M2/M1 = 1.

Fig. 20b Correlations of depth origin of sputtered particles for EQ/Ed = 10 and
M2/M1 = 1. The depth units, Zx and Z 2 , are shown in Eq. (10)
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Fig. 21 Depth correlations of vacancies in a semi-infinite medium for
EQ/Ed = 10 and M2/Ml = 1. The depth units, Zx and Z 2 , are
shown in Eq. (10)
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Fig. 22 Depth conelations of vacancies in a semi-infinite medium for
EQ/Ed = 104 and M2/M1 = 0.2. The depth units, Z1 and Z 2 , are
shown in Eq. (10)
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Fig. 24 Depth correlations of vacancies in a semi-infinite medium for
E0/Ed = 10 , M2/Ml = 10 and angle of incidence 75 degree. The
depth units, Z1 and Z 2 , are shown in Eq. (10)
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Fig. 25 Depth correlations of vacancies in a semi-infinite medium for
EQ/Ed = 10 , M2/M1 = 1 and angle of incidence 75 degree. The
depth units, Zj and Z2> are shown in Eq. (10)
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